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Executive Summary
The overall aim of SealedGRID is to design, analyze and implement a scalable, highly trusted and
interoperable Smart Grid security platform. Moreover, the SealedGRID will provide an innovative
platform that will abide by the existing standardization work and will be directly utilized by
shareholders so that they can provide new tools.
Deliverable 5.2 is dedicated to the design and implementation of all the mechanisms comprising the
authorization and security interoperability component, as proposed in Task 5.2.
Task 5.2 focuses on the design and implementation of the components for security interoperability
in Smart Grid (SG) environments. More specifically, the Single Sing-On (SSO)-based protocols, such as
the emerging OpenID Connect protocol, are derived and deployed to be part of our SeleadGRID
architecture. This task also integrates the outcomes of Task 4.1, by enhancing the security of SSO
protocols using trusted computing.
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1 Introduction
The ongoing evolution of the electric grid towards a more dynamic and interconnected model, that
integrates modern computation and communication technologies (e.g., Cloud, Internet of Things)
has favored the advent of new cyber-security issues. Simultaneously, the increasing complexity of
the Smart Grid (SG) architecture (with heterogeneous technologies involved, several actors at
multiple levels and massive information flows) makes mandatory to enhance access control systems
to manage the permissions of all users, processes and heterogeneous devices that continuously
interact within the infrastructure.
In the context of SealedGRID, this is addressed in task 5.1., which is extensively reflected on the
deliverable D5.1. In the aforementioned document, the authorization components are designed and
fine-grained policies are defined to flexibly accommodate the security requirements in a modular
way, making use of a hierarchical architecture of authorization points over the different devices
located in the grid. More specifically, the operations of the authorization enforcement points
leverage other modules developed in the SealedGRID project. Namely, the SOMA authentication
module (described in document D3.1) to validate the identity of the elements that request access to
resources and sign the tokens that are received by the corresponding authorization entity. Also, the
trusted environment defined in D4.1 to hold the cryptographic keys involved in the authentication
and privacy-preserving technique. At the same time, all the authorization points take into
consideration the security state of the network resources at all times to make accurate access
decisions given the policy rules, by means of a context-awareness manager.
However, these components were solely described from a theoretical perspective in D5.1, which
also conducted a practical test case where the hybrid access control mechanism based on ABAC
(Attribute-Based Access Control) and RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) is assessed (more
specifically, the SealedGRID XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language)-based Policy
Enforcement Points), but no further details were provided on the precise integration of the
authorization server with the context-awareness manager, as well as the interoperability with
heterogeneous points based on different policy mechanisms. For these reasons, the Deliverable 5.2
is aimed for the design and implementation of all the mechanisms, comprising the contextawareness and security interoperability component, as proposed in Task 5.2.
On the other hand, Task 5.2 also focuses on the deployment of Single-Sign On (SSO) protocols based
on the emerging OpenID Connect protocol, which is intended to operate with the existing SOMA
authentication model. Altogether, this task integrates the outcomes of Task 4.1 from a practical
point of view, while enhancing the interoperability between all SealedGRID components using SSO
protocols and trusted computing.
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1.1 Background and preliminary concepts
In this section, a brief summary of the contributions of document D5.1 is presented to lay the
background of all entities involved in Task 5.2, before they are implemented and subsequently
integrated in Work Package (WP) 6. The ultimate goal is to define a common terminology for the
application of precise authorization policies over the SealedGRID architecture, which assumes the
seamless connection of distributed devices and components.
The aforementioned architecture appears depicted in Figure 1. As stated in Task D2.1, we assume
the grid is divided into domains that comprise three types of elements: Smart Meters (SM) that
collect electricity usage data, aggregators that sum the individual readings within a region, and
utilities that are responsible of controlling the demand response in a wide area while executing
billing procedures. Under this model, we call a federated network when two or more utilities
collaborate in the management of the grid.

Figure 1. Overview of the SealedGRID architecture and its main components

As it has been extensively explained throughout the multiple deliverables of SealedGRID, each of
these three entities (smart meters, aggregators and utilities) are implemented using secure
hardware elements (i.e., trusted computing components, as specified in D4.1) and count on multiple
internal software modules in charge of the authentication methods (i.e., the SOMA component of
D3.1) or performing cryptographic operations to preserve the privacy of data (i.e., the MASKER
component). These components are implemented in a modular way and stacked in layers of the
physical devices, so as to ensure the security of the overlaying applications, as described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Architecture of components within the three SealedGRID main entities (of WP2)

With respect to specific security applications, this hierarchical architecture of the grid facilitates the
application of hybrid access control policies, since most of the authorization frameworks also
assume a hierarchical deployment of their policy points across an industrial scenario, such as the
Smart Grid. These points take different responsibilities on the authorization procedure, which
revolves around granting or denying access to a resource whenever it is requested by a given user or
process. In particular, we consider three points, that can be conceived as independent processes
that may run on the physical entities, with the purpose of retrieving information about the device
itself or authorization logic, requesting access or dealing with the policy interactions:
●

●

●

Policy Information Points (PIP): they are applicable to all devices, in order to extract bulk
information and assess their cyber-security state, so as to determine whether accessing a
given resource is safe, by using a context-awareness manager located in aggregators or
utilities (as explained in the following).
Policy Enforcement Points (PEP): they perform requests to the rest of resources when
required, which are submitted to the policy decision points together with security
information retrieved by the corresponding PIP. Therefore, any device can embody a PEP
and accept access decisions once they are processed by the PDPs located on top of the
authorization hierarchy.
Policy Decision Points (PDP): they ultimately take a decision whenever a request is received,
according to the policy established and the security state of the subject and resources
concerned. However, depending on the scope of that request and whether it involves
entities belonging to external domains, we may distinguish up to three kinds of PDPs present
across the SealedGRID architecture:
○ Local PDPs placed in aggregators (when the access implies various smart meters
located in a single neighbourhood) or utilities (when it involves entities across
different subdomains, this is, with more than one aggregator).
○ A centralized Global PDP to define a common policy for the entire system and
process access requests that involve entities from different domains and hence
belonging to different utilities. For this reason, in D5.1 we specified that this point
should be shaped in the cloud. Additionally, this global PDP should embody
advanced routines to automatically readjust these policies based on the security
state of the network and the accommodation of upcoming applications or updates.
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In the rest of document D5.1, the inner architecture and functionality of these policy points were
extensively described. Special emphasis was made on the internal components of the PDPs, whose
main task of granting or denying access request is conducted depending on the static security
policies defined in the grid (i.e., the PDP manager) and also the cyber-security state of the elements
involved, which was assessed by a context awareness manager. The latter leverages the information
provided by the PIPs distributed across the infrastructure (including network parameters, electricity
data, memory consumption, etc.) to feed a correlation algorithm (Opinion Dynamics) that is able to
create a virtual representation of the network and completely analyze its environmental features, to
identify areas that might be subject of an attack or present potential faults. As a result, the PDP
manager is provided with profitable information so as to make decisions that diminish potential
cyber-security risks.
Lastly, as a way to illustrate the proposed authorization architecture, a prototype of a hybrid access
control policy based on RBAC and ABAC was implemented using a XACML-based engine, that permits
to define rules under a common language model. The server in charge of running the actual policy
was deployed in a public server that processes simple requests submitted to a REST
(Representational State Transfer) endpoint from a command-line interface.
In this authorization scenario, there are some open issues around the actual development and
subsequent integration of components, as they were solely introduced in document D5.1 from a
theoretical perspective. In particular, this document focuses on the following aspects:
●

●
●

●

Specification of the interoperability between heterogeneous points (e.g., utilities) applying
different security policies using the XACML-based authorization architecture and between all
SealedGRID components using single-sign on (SSO) protocols such as OpenID.
Technical description of the context-awareness manager based on the Opinion Dynamics
algorithm, with practical test cases.
Brief analysis of the integration of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) such as the
Blockchain in the SealedGRID architecture, for the accommodation of auditing procedures
and the implementation of advanced access control schemes based on these structures.
Further explanation of the policy readjustment mechanisms that global PDPs might put into
practice, through machine learning algorithms, and how to integrate with the authorization
workflow established so far.

These points will be deeply addressed in the following, beginning with the interoperable architecture
of components. However, it is necessary to remark that, due to the delays experienced in the project
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and agreed by all the partners involved in the SealedGRID
consortium, the actual implementation of the interoperability component was postponed for Work
Package 6, which concerns the platform integration and assessment experiments.
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2 Interoperability in federated Smart Grid networks
Access control needs to be performed in two steps: authentication, knowing who the requester is;
and authorization, knowing if he is entitled to access. Sometimes they are offered as federated
services supported by an authentication schema. This implies that remote partners should manage
properly the identity in a federated domain and build trusted relations based on protocols that offer
a secure way of delegating these functions.
Trust between partners is built with the use of protocols that allow minimal data exposition. A local
user may not want its private data distributed but an Authentication and Authorization Server
require data gathering.
Access control is performed with the combination of authentication, knowing who you are, and
authorization, knowing if you can do that. To be able to have a federated access control both must
be federated.
In order to complete the access control suite, OIDC (OpenID Connect) and XACML standards are
good foundations, providing flexibility and scalability. Since in SealedGRID we are already using OIDC
and XACML, the discussion and challenge of ensuring interoperability between different SealedGRID
domains becomes greatly simplified.
The federation of the security policies might be needed where different SG domains are being in
operation. To define this model of relation, the elements come precisely from the XACML standard,
where a decision-making process and interchange language is defined to control the decision
making, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. High-level authentication and Authorization in SealedGRID architecture for multi- domain scenario
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As a published standard specification, one of the goals of XACML is to promote common terminology
and interoperability between authorization implementations by multiple vendors and in multiple
domains.
XACML is primarily an ABAC-based system, where attributes associated with an Entity or Resource
Action or resource are inputs into the decision of whether a given Entity may access a given resource
and perform a particular Resource Action. The XACML model supports and encourages the
separation of the authorization decision from the point of use. When the client is decoupled from
the authorization decision, authorization policies can be updated on the fly and affect all clients
immediately.
Since in our SealedGRID architecture, all access control decisions are delegated to AuthZForce (see
document D5.1), interoperability is natively supported. What remains is the design and
implementation of component, which will serve to match policies for entities in different SealedGRID
domains, as Figure 4 and Figure 5 show. To this end, we introduce a new component in the
SealedGRID authorization architecture, named Usage Control. It consists of a Policy Execution Point
(PXP) and a Policy Translation Point (PTP).
During policy specification, we can specify a set of actions that should be executed when a specific
event is fired. Along with the actions, we can specify parameters. Before the PXP can be used, it
needs to be registered at the Policy Administration Point (PAP). After registering the PXP at the PAP,
the PDP will call the PXP when evaluating a policy, to execute the actions specified in the policy.

Figure 4. Existing authorization in SealedGRID architecture for single domain
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Figure 5. Proposed extension for authorization in SealedGRID architecture for multi domain

The PTP will therefore be a component for translating the XACML Policies defined for the two
domains into a program that checks compliance in real time. Assuming XACML policy sets X1 and X2
associated with domains A and B, the following scenario will take place:
1. To perform an action on an entity in SealedGRID domain B, an entity from SeldGRID domain
A makes a request for authorization (decision from AuthzForce) via the ContextBroker and
PEP Proxy;
2. PEP Proxy connects to IdM and check user credentials;
3. PEP Proxy connects to PDP to ask for decision;
4. PDP calls the PXP for executing actions specified in the policy;
5. Since the request comes for entities in domain B, the PXP will require information from the
Policy Translation Point which will take information from IdM (identity management) and
existing PolicySets X1 and X2 in PAP;
6. PTP will return the policy X1 ∪ X2 to be applied;
7. PXP will execute the policy and return Permit or Deny;
8. PXP will forward to PDP and finally to PEP Proxy the decision.

3 OpenID Connect
Single Sign On is a crucial feature of the SealedGRID platform to achieve inter-connection,
interoperability and federation of multiple SG domains; thus, to achieve high quality and robust SSO
capabilities, we implemented the well-known OpenID Connect protocol [OIDC14], also known as
OIDC. The introduction to OIDC can be found on the deliverable D2.1 [SGRID18], where its basic
6
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traits were presented. In this document, we will further investigate OIDC to describe its different
features along with a discussion on how the OIDC will be integrated within the SealedGRID
ecosystem.

3.1 OpenID Connect Features
OIDC builds an authentication layer on top of OAuth 2.0, which practically means that OIDC can
assert both Identity and Access Tokens (OIDC) instead of only Access Tokens (OAuth 2.0). Hence, its
functionality slightly differs from OAuth 2.0. Along with functionality differences, the OIDC entities
diverge from those utilized in OAuth 2.0. More specifically, at OIDC the following entities are
defined:
●
●
●

End-User: The end-user is the same entity with the Resource Owner in OAuth, and it is
basically the entity that wants to be authenticated in a service.
Relying Party (RP): It is the equivalent of the Client in the OAuth. The RP is the service that
wants to verify the identity of the end-user.
Identity Provider (IdP): The authentication and authorization server, which contains a
database with the identifiers of the end-users.

3.2 OpenID Connect Authentication Flows
The OIDC supports three different authentication flows, depending on the needs of each application.
Following we will briefly describe these flows:
●

●

●

Authorization code flow: The authorization code flow can be used by both web and mobile
application. This flow also ensures the authentication of the RP and a back channel is
created to retrieve the tokens.
Implicit flow: The implicit flow is simpler than the authorization code flow. It is used for
JavaScript applications that run in the browser. It does not allow the authentication of the
RP and the tokens are revealed to the browser because they are returned via a front
channel.
Hybrid flow: The hybrid flow is rarely used. Its advantage is that the application’s front-end
and back-end can receive tokens independently.

The more secure and robust, as well as the most suitable authentication flow for SG architecture is
the authorization code flow; to this end, we deploy this flow to achieve interoperability on
SealedGRID ecosystem.
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3.3 Integration of OpenID Connect in SealedGRID architecture
To integrate the OIDC in the SG architecture in order to achieve interconnection among multiple SG
domains, we should first define how the OIDC entities will be adopted in the SG components.
Particularly, the OIDC will be used for the communication of two Aggregators between two different
SG domains. It is important to mention that an Aggregator can play both the role of a RP and an enduser depending on the conditions (i.e., in case that the SG domain A wants to communicate with the
SG domain B, the Aggregator A will be the RP and the Aggregator B will be the end-user and in
another case that the SG domain B wants to communicate with the SG domain A, the Aggregator B
will be the RP and the Aggregator A will be the end-user). The IdP, which consists of the
Authorization server, the token endpoint, and the information endpoint, will be adjusted in the
Utility. We note that the entities communicate utilizing TLS.
At this point, we should mention that for authentication purposes, the certificates utilized in the SG
key management component (explained in detail in D3.1 [SGRID19]) by each entity, are going to be
used in this case too. The authentication takes place by identifying the signatures that have been
accumulated by a certificate, and whether the verifier entity can recognize and trust at least one of
them. This way, a chain of trust is created between two entities that participate in the Web-of-Trust
(WoT) that has been formed by the interconnected trust relationships, which have been established
throughout the network.
Figure 6 depicts how the OIDC authentication and authorization procedure will be applied to the SG
environment in case that an Aggregator, which belongs to the SealedGRID domain A, wants to
communicate with a specific Aggregator that resides in the SealedGRID domain B. This procedure
consists of six steps:
1. The RP module that is installed in the Aggregator A (SealedGRID domain A) initiates an
authentication request on the authorization server of the IdP that is located in the Utility.
2. The authorization server communicates with the Aggregator B (SealedGRID domain B) to
verify its identity using the certificates of the key management component.
3. After the Aggregator B gets authenticated, the authorization server responds to the RP with
an authorization code.
4. The RP deploys the authorization code to request the tokens from the token endpoint.
5. The token endpoint validates the authorization code and replies with the ID token and the
access token.
6. The access token can be used by the Aggregator A to acquire additional information about
the Aggregator B from the Utility.
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Figure 6. OpenID Connect in SealedGRID architecture

The most important exchange information is the ID Token (step 5) that is send form the Utility -it
plays the role of the IdP- to the Aggregator A – it plays the role of the RP- since it is a security token
that contains claims about the authentication of an end-user by an authorization server. Its format
can be found in the following Listing 1.

{

"iss": "Identifier for the Issuer of the response": "Utility",
"sub": " Subject Identifier": "Aggregator B unique identity"
"aud": "Audience that this ID Token is intended for": "Aggregator A
unique Identity",
"nonce": " String value used to associate a Client session with an ID
Token, and to mitigate replay attacks ",
"exp": "Expiration time on or after which the ID Token must not be
accepted for processing",
"iat": "Time at which the ID Token was issued",
"auth_time": Time when the end-user's (Aggregator B) authentication
occurred" }
Listing 1: ID Token expressed in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) Web Token (JWT) Format
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4 Context awareness for authorization in Smart Grid
One of the objectives in SealedGRID is to deploy a set of agents strategically dispersed throughout
the different domains of the Smart Grid, so that they can communicate information regarding
detected anomalies. That information could be perceived by each agent (targeting a specific
detection area) and be available centrally in a correlation system (possibly located in the Cloud).
Based on the severity and persistence of the detected anomalies (potential attacks) that are
available in the correlation system, the challenge is to produce a single indicator that can quantify
the global health of the system in real time, so as to discern which areas are most affected within
the industrial network. The production of such indicators is useful for accurately applying access
control policies in smart grids, while the correlation of such an indicator with the persistence of
potential attacks can feed mechanism against Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). APTs are
specifically targeted attacks perpetrated by well-resourced organizations, who in most cases make
use of zero-day vulnerabilities and stealthy techniques to go unnoticed over a long period of time.
Based on this concept, the research work from UMA partners of the SealedGrid project [RUB17] set
the basis for the design and performance evaluation of the aforementioned system. More precisely,
the so-called Opinion Dynamics algorithm [HEG02] is exploited for the detection process from the
agents.

1.1 Applying Opinion Dynamics for thread detection in Smart Grids
1.1.1 The Opinion Dynamics approach
We can assume that the network is represented by a graph denoted by 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) , where 𝑉 is the
set of nodes (representing all the devices of the network that hold a detection agent) and 𝐸
constitutes the set of edges that join the nodes together (representing the links among the devices).
One way to represent such a graph is in a matrix form: thus, 𝑀 constitutes a Boolean matrix of
dimension |𝑉| that represents the nodes and their connections, so that 𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 if (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗) ∈
𝐸, is say, that the connection between nodes 𝑖and 𝑗 exists (and zero otherwise).
We assume that the nodes (agents) can communicate with each other, reliably, thus they are able to
execute an opinion dynamics-based cooperative algorithm, by exchanging detection information.
In a generic form, the opinion dynamics algorithm operates as follows. Let 𝑥! (𝑡) represents the
opinion of an agent 𝑖 at time 𝑡. Where the content of the term opinion can be any metric specific to
the system that the algorithm is applied. In our approach, we assume that the opinion metric is the
detected level of anomaly at each agent. Thus, the vector 𝑥(𝑡) = (𝑥! (𝑡), . . . , 𝑥! (𝑡)) represents the
opinion at time 𝑡 of all the 𝑛 agents in the network. Also, the quantity 𝑥! (0) represents the initial
opinion of agent 𝑖, i.e., the value that represents the anomaly detected by the agent 𝑖 without
perceiving information from its surroundings (the other detection nodes).
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The opinion dynamics algorithm represents an iterative process where in each time slot the opinion
at each agent is re-evaluated. Each agent assigns a normalized weight (a value from 0 to 1) to the
self-opinion as well as of any other neighboring agent 𝑗 , denoted here by 𝑤!" . In addition, it is
assumed that 100% of the credibility is distributed among the involved agents, i.e., the sum of all the
weights equals 1.
Accepting these premises, the opinion of that agent at time 𝑡 + 1is given by the following
expression:
𝑥! (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤!! 𝑥! (𝑡) + 𝑤!! 𝑥! (𝑡)+. . . +𝑤!" 𝑥! (𝑡)
By calculating the opinion for a long time 𝑡 (tending to infinity), the result is that the opinion of the
agents can flow towards a general (or partial) consensus of the different opinions of the agents. This
is the theoretical approach of the Opinion Dynamics algorithm.

1.1.2 Opinion Dynamics in the Smart Grid scenario
In the following section we address from a more practical perspective all these aspects,
implementing the algorithm and bringing it closer to the Smart Grid scenario, in order to design an
advanced detection system, compatible for the purposes of the project.
As mentioned in the previous section Opinion Dynamics is open to include as main metric (opinion)
anomaly indicators, which also includes the integration of external Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS). In line with SealedGRID objectives, we are interested in representing anomalies caused by the
compromise of devices and communication links. In SealedGRID, this aspect is best described in D5.1
(Section 4), where we accommodate these agents in the form of PIPs located in any device. This way,
the agents can perform the detection of anomalies, by analyzing different communication and
computational aspects:
•

•

•

•

Current operation of the device: it implies accounting for the behavior of the analyzed
component in real time, for instance, keeping track of the number of energy usage readings
measured by a smart meter.
Quality of service information: by examining host-based information such as the usage of
computational resources (CPU/RAM memory), electricity consumption, installation date,
firmware version, etc., as well as network-related aspects like communication protocol
supported, types of commands used, connections opened with other SM / aggregators in
multiple regions, etc. along with the QoS of energy established communication channel.
Security state information in real time: including the use of firewalls, antivirus, etc. and the
parametrization of the security techniques in the communications and exchanged data:
encryption algorithms, key size, etc.
Intrinsic information about the SealedGRID embedded modules: meta-information about
the own modules that are executed alongside the Context-Awareness mechanism on the
same SealedGRID component.
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The smart grid scenario also brings a key characteristic for the underlay graph which is used to
represent the network topology. This is the tree-structure of a smart grid network. Let 𝐺 (𝑉, 𝐸) be a
graph that represents the entire network topology, that contains devices and communication links
that transmit information and control commands between them. Indeed, the sensors are in the
leaves of the topology tree, from which information is aggregated and flows upwards to the
servers/correlation system. At this point, we must introduce a graph theory concept related
structural controllability [CHI74] and power dominance [TER02], in order to understand how these
networks work.
For instance, Figure 1, is a graph that follows this specific network construction, centered on powerlaw distributions of type, which is used to model the topological hierarchy of an electric power grid
and their monitoring systems [GIU2013].
In order to improve the above-mentioned Opinion Dynamics approach, it is necessary to study how
the different kinds of attacks can be applied in the Smart Grid scenario. Below, we will review the
most important APT threads and groups that have targeted industrial control systems.
•

•

•

•
•

Stuxnet (2009) Stuxnet is a malicious computer worm first uncovered in 2010 and thought
to have been in development since at least 2005. Stuxnet targets supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems and is believed to be responsible for causing
substantial damage to the nuclear program of Iran [FAL2011]
DragonFly group (2013-2014, 2015-) Active since 2010, this particular APT actor has always
focused on cyberespionage. In 2013, it started several campaigns against energy suppliers
[SYM17].
BlackEnergy (2015-2016) was modified from an existing malware variant called BlackEnergy
to target human-machine interface (HMI) software from a handful of vendors. It was used to
attack the Ukrainian power grid in December 2015 [SANS16].
ExPert (2017) ExPetr was a wiper disguised as ransomware, which targeted local
administrations and various industrial companies in Russia and Ukraine [CHE17].
GreyEnergy (2018) is actually a subgroup of BlackEnergy. It is believed to be active since
2015, targeting energy companies and other critical infrastructure organizations in Central
and Eastern Europe [CHE18]

Apart from the different type of attacks it is mandatory to also analyze the different attack stages,
which have been already have been described by many academic and industrial researchers [PIN14],
[ERIC11] and can be summarized in the following 7 stages:
1. Reconnaissance. Research, identification and selection of targets, often represented as
crawling Internet websites such as conference proceedings and mailing lists for email
addresses, social relationships, or information on specific technologies.
2. Weaponization. Coupling a remote access trojan with an exploit into a deliverable payload,
typically by means of an automated tool (weaponizer). Increasingly, client application data
files such as Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) or Microsoft Office documents serve as
the weaponized deliverable.
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3. Delivery. Transmission of the weapon to the targeted environment. The three most
prevalent delivery vectors for weaponized payloads by APT actors, as observed by the
Lockheed Martin Computer Incident Response Team (LM-CIRT) for the years 2004-2010, are
email attachments, websites, and USB removable media.
4. Exploitation. After the weapon is delivered to the victim host, exploitation triggers
intruders’ code. Most often, exploitation targets an application or operating system
vulnerability, but it could also more simply exploit the users themselves or leverage an
operating system feature that auto-executes code.
5. Compromise. At this stage, the malware is installed and executed in the target machine and
takes control of it. This stage involves several steps, such as privilege escalation, maintaining
persistence, and executing defense evasion techniques.
6. Command and Control (C2). Typically, compromised hosts must beacon outbound to an
Internet controller server to establish a C2 channel with the remote attacker, which will be
used to send commands, extract information, etc.
7. Actions on Objectives. Only now, after progressing through the first six phases, can
intruders take actions to achieve their original objectives. Typically, this objective is data
exfiltration which involves collecting, encrypting and extracting information from the victim
environment; violations of data integrity or availability are potential objectives as well.
Alternatively, the intruders may only desire access to the initial victim box for use as a hop
point to compromise additional systems and move laterally inside the network.

1.1.3 Performance Study
After reviewing the behavior of industrial APTs and the state of the intrusion detection mechanisms,
we can define a realistic attack model for our network architecture.
For the performance evaluation let’s assume a network with 15 nodes (agents), which initially
(𝑡 = 0) are healthy (the anomaly level is zero), i.e., 𝑥! (0) = 0 for every agent 𝑖, as depicted in
Figure 7. Also, all the weights that an agent uses to calculate the opinion metric are equal (i.e., the
self-opinion counts as much as each one of the neighboring opinions).
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Figure 7. The initial view of the network

Assuming that the attacker is an expert; thus, the attack is wisely selected to be done at the device
with the highest betweenness [SEN14]. Recall that in graph theory the highest betweenness of a
node represents the highest fraction of the shortest paths that pass through the node. Figure 8
depicts nodes with the highest betweenness (the victim of the first attack - patient 0).

Figure 8. The network when the first attack is held. The node with the highest betweenness (red node) is being attacked

We let the system being attacked sequentially with up to 9 attacks. Figure 9 shows the stages of the
network after the 2nd, 4th, 7th and 9th attack. More specifically, in Figure 9, the nodes in green
color are the healthy nodes (their opinion is 0.33 and lower), nodes in orange color have opinion
between 0.33 and 0.66, and the red nodes are the ones that are compromised (opinion higher than
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0,66). The correlation of the different opinions of the nodes provides helpful information that is of
interest to network security mechanisms and services, as it provides an accurate visualization tool to
easily identify the most affected resources at all times and stages.

Figure 9. Network’s stages of the attacks

After every attack is held, the opinion of the attacked node changes dramatically, as well as the
opinion of his neighbors is also affected to simulate the fact that they may also detect anomalies in
their surroundings. This is where the Opinion Dynamics recalculates the new weights and finally the
new opinions of the agents flow towards a partial consensus.
Below, in Figure 10 is a graph of a run with a network of 15 agents (nodes) after suffering 10
individual attacks. As it is clearly seen, each line represents the fluctuation of the opinion of each
agent after analyzing the state of the network when it is attacked. In particular, different consensus
of opinions have been formed. At the same time, these opinions can be visualized together with the
topology of the network to rapidly identify the most affected areas as the threat evolves throughout
the network.
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Figure 10. Node’s opinions formed through the attacks

Apart from providing a detailed analysis of the security status of all devices of the network, the
Opinion Dynamics algorithm can also provide the health status for the entire network by calculating
the delta indicator. This value is calculated with the weighted average of opinions by the number of
agents that hold the same detected abnormality, as described in Algorithm 1. However, since this
aggregated value is dependent on the number of agents to calculate the average, in practice we can
compute it over different sections of the network, thereby increasing its granularity. Using these
values, we can quickly know the overall anomaly degree of every portion of the network.
Figure 11 shows the progression of this indicator during 10 attacks. In general, the value acquires the
highest value when the last node is compromised, since the network has suffered most of the
attacks in the previous stages.

Algorithm 1: Calculation of delta value
𝛿=0
occ = count the occurrences of each opinion
clustered_opinions = merge the same opinions
for i in range (0, size(clustered_opinions) )
𝛿 = + occ * clustered_opinions
end for
𝛿 = 𝛿 / size(clustered_opinions)
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Figure 11. Delta evolution during 10 attacks

5 Blockchain for authorization and auditing
Decentralized authorization solutions offer some benefits against the centralized alternatives for
PDP-interconnected domains, since the latter can impose strong coordination restrictions between
the many stakeholders involved. This includes issues like data ownership in cloud-based
environments (i.e., delegating shared data in untrusted providers), their inability to cope with load
balancing problems (i.e., bottlenecks) and the evident fact that they represent a single point of
failure. In turn, by integrating DLT-based solutions such as the blockchain, we ensure a horizontal
integration of all entities under the same data management policy, which implies data replication
with immutability warranty within a fault tolerance network (in our case, a federated network
containing several utilities over the same grid). This is why we focus on these solutions for devising
potential access control mechanisms, by using Blockchain.
However, it is critical to find out how this mechanism impact on the control performance, data
treatment and its traceability, as well as the authorization in real time, which are critical for Smart
Grid scenarios. For this reason, we firstly analyze the coupling level of the authorization components
defined in this document by the blockchain technology. To do this, two questions arise:
1. Access data management: where to store access registers to later contrast them with
security policies; and, in the worst case, to allow the system in a near future to adjust
parameters, review policies or establish responsibilities. This condition implicitly leads to
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consider how to store access registers to make sure data replicability in a critical and shared
infrastructure without impacting on the underlying system.
2. Additional security services: where to configure the traceability services and related
security services without colliding on the operational performance.
To address these points and effectively integrate the Blockchain with the existing authorization
components, a distributed ledger layer is placed in a higher level of abstraction over the decision
points, in which multiple distributed IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) devices are in charge of
sending, receiving, storing and validating transactions of type <subject, resource, action> which are
associated with the granted access in the authorization later. As a result, a common but distributed
database is created to enable the synchronization of immutable but linkable data between all
partners within the federation. This technology aids an authorization system to transparently
declare which state of the database is considered as valid over time, allowing to later create security
services that help improve the quality of access to the physical devices and the governance in the
entire federated system.
To implement this Blockchain layer, multiple architectures and platforms have already been
classified for its application to power grids, which are discussed in the following. These have been
used in this area as a transparent, tamper-proof and secure system that enables a plethora of
business applications, ranging from P2P (Peer-to-Peer) energy trading in microgrids [BMG17] to
record keeping systems with privacy protection [BURGER16]. After all, the blockchain consists of a
shared and distributed database that contains a continuously expanding log of transactions (i.e.,
access registers in our case) sorted in chronological order, which are aggregated and stored into
larger structures called blocks. These are subsequently signed and cryptographically linked to
previous blocks, hence forming the “Blockchain”. When combined with smart contracts (i.e., userdefined programs executed in the ledger), it enables an accurate traceability of events between the
different devices and partners, ensuring the veracity of data while also removing the need for
intermediaries.
When it comes to data ownership and visibility, a Blockchain can be public (also known as
permissionless) or private (permissioned). If we are dealing with a federated SG scenario and
distributed ledgers are public, then all parties are granted access to read past transactions. Hence, to
preserve confidentiality and privacy, this may require novel ways to protect sensitive information,
which would make energy consumption, and access registers not traceable to individual users. For
this reason, only architectures of type “consortium” are considered in SealedGRID, where a set of
partners are allowed to collaboratively manage the ledger. These permissioned blockchain schemes
oblige those federation partners to be identified and authorized prior to participate in network
operations, which reduces dramatically the number of nodes compared to public blockchains
[MOHAN19]. The latter are based on a Proof of Work (PoW) consensus between the partners, such
as the Nakamoto algorithm (where the consensus depends on demonstrating the resource
consumption implied by solving a complex mathematical problem), since there is no previous trust
assigned to the rest of peers within the network (that in turn offer a higher peer-to-peer scalability).
In contrast to them, permissioned blockchains allow the deployment of more efficient consensus
algorithms featuring a higher transaction capacity [XIAO20], based on the assumption of an
increased trust between their participants for internal business operations.
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Examples of widely used consensus algorithms for permissioned blockchains include the Proof of
Stake protocol (PoS), where the network participants pledge their crypto actives (e.g., their tokens)
and wait to be probability selected to add new blocks instead of competing with others, in such a
way that validators with large stakes will be chosen more often, achieving a high performance. A
related algorithm is Proof of authority (PoA), where a pre-selected subset of participants is elected
as authorities that put their reputation at stake, so that new blocks are generated when a majority is
reached by them. Another semi-centralized approach is also applied by Raft, which assumes the
presence of a leader to propose new blocks that are confirmed by the rest of followers within the
network, resulting in a faster block time. In Raft, that leader is automatically elected after a period of
time if the previous one fails, hence becoming a Crash Fault Tolerant (CFT) consensus engine. Lastly,
the Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) variants of consensus are opposed to this principle, where
participants in the private network do not assume honesty toward each other. The main difference
from CFT algorithms like Raft is that while followers in Raft blindly trust their leader, each block in
PBFT requires multiple rounds of voting to arrive at a mutual agreement, which achieves a higher
protection as long as the number of peers is kept reasonably low (due to the overhead introduced by
messages exchanged across the network).
These consensus algorithms can be implemented and flexibly configured on the software applied to
the application context. Among the plethora of platform alternatives for permissioned blockchains
that are increasingly used in nowadays business scenarios, we can highlight these three examples:
●

●

●

Hyperledger Fabric: Promoted as a cross-Industry pluggable framework. This infrastructure
provides a modular architecture that enables a configurable consensus between the
consortium members and the execution of flexible smart contracts [HYP18].
Quorum: This is an Ethereum-based distributed ledger protocol that especially focuses on
providing private transactions and contracts, besides the possibility of integrating alternative
consensus mechanisms to ensure a higher performance [QUOR18].
Corda: It is an open-source platform that also enhances privacy while offering fine-grained
access control to digital records. Corda also enables the consortium members to transact
directly using smart contracts, hence removing the burden of costly business transactions
[CORDA18].

The provisioning and deployment of these platforms can be conducted on premises or by means of
Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) providers to reduce costs and enhance the scalability of resources
[URIAR18]. Altogether, the particular selection of the consensus algorithm and the implemented
platform is influenced by the scalability, security and performance requirements of the network.
Regardless of this selection, this way of injecting, filtering, managing and storing authorization assets
still adds the need to determine how the interactions between the grid and the Blockchain without
impacting the operational processes, thereby answering the questions raised above.
As for the former question, related to where to store access registers generated by the PDPs, we can
distinguish up to three main data management modes, depicted in Figure 12:
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●

●
●

Centralized data management: access instances are processed, interpreted and stored by
the single and central PDP in the cloud, with the ability to handle multiple interconnection
and security services.
Decentralized data management: decision-making is completely decentralized throughout
the PDPs owned by the distributed utilities.
Hybrid data management: It focuses on heterogeneous architectures [ALCARAZ18].
Decentralized systems can individually manage access per area, thereby avoiding
bottlenecks and single failure points. However, the access information could later be
replicated in a centralized node to offer a greater overview of the real state of the entire
system, characterizing anomalous events originated at one or more domains.

Figure 12. Access data management models and auditing [ALCARAZ20]

The second question raised deals with the need to manage complete and immutable traces that help
the system guarantee tamper resistance, governance, auditing and accountability. According to
ENISA (European Union Agency for Network and Information Security) in [ENISA18], auditing
processes consists in showing a status of a given system or organization in a given point in time,
which can be extracted from the traceability itself and from the continuous monitoring.
In order to establish the precise responsibilities in a SG context in terms of traceability and
accountability, we can take into account these definitions and recognized standards like the IEC62351 [IEC11]. This is a reference framework in industrial networks and power systems, that
provides guidelines for introducing different security services concerning data and communications.
The standard is composed of eleven parts, where part 8 is especially applied to control access
mechanisms. It defines a set of roles that can be part of this new concept of Industry 4.0, such as
operators, administrators, engineers and “auditors”, so that each one is assigned with clear
responsibilities in form of specific rights that allow them to read, write, report and configure
different assets within the organization. As for auditors, denoted as SECAUD in IEC-62351-8, they are
in charge of verifying the well performance of the underlying infrastructure, the applications of
which can be extended to PDP nodes to ensure the correct application of the authorization policies
with the verification of access registers (stored as transactions in the Blockchain) at all times. Taking
advantage of this, Figure 13 outlines the actions that virtual auditors could contribute in the new
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architecture, which is divided into three layers: the physical network layer (L1) composed of OT
devices, the interconnection layer (L2) composed of PDP servers, and the distributed ledger layer
(L3). Under this model, there are a set of actions categorized into three data provenance phases:
●
●
●

Phase 1 (P1): data collection from a determined network (L2 → L3);
Phase 2 (P2): access verification through the blockchain technology (L3); and
Phase 3 (P3): transaction download for auditing tasks (L3 → L2). These phases correspond
with the processes of the approach and data treatment, whereas the layers correspond with
the interconnection between networks In this case, each auditor would be also responsible
of locally capturing information from L3 to L2 in order to update the databases of their
allocated PDP.

Figure 13. Data provenance phases [ALCARAZ20]

This way of connecting L2 and L3 makes that PDPs serve as intermediary interfaces among layers,
and auditors SECAUD as software inspectors capable of offering a clearer picture of the activities
carried out in the field. But to configure the traceability and security services without impacting on
the operational performance, this type of connection should not, in turn, collide with the
interconnection tasks in which actions of auditors should then run in background. In this way,
decision-making would be based on historical information handled in parallel under the condition of
granting PDPs the right to ignore or interrupt the feedback at any time, thereby preventing any
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computational penalty. Here, connection times to L3, and processing and storage of large
transaction volumes in L2 should carefully be questioned.
To analyze whether the technology itself can really coexist in control domains and determine the
coupling level of the blockchain network, it is necessary to analyze whether the inclusion of a third
layer into the architecture defined before can make sense for future SG environments; or it may be
optimized to 2-layers. To do this, three kinds of coupling models are addressed:
●
●
●

CM-1: A centralized PDP in L2 with an uncoupled blockchain network in L3 where L2
launches the processes P1 and P3, and L3 executes P2.
CM-2: Decentralized PDPs in L2 with an uncoupled blockchain network in L3, where P1-P2P3 are established as CM-1.
CM-3: Decentralized PDPs in L2 based on a coupled blockchain network in L2 where this
latter contemplates the three data provenance phases P1, P2 and P3.

Different conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of these three coupling models, whose findings
are extensively addressed in [ALCARAZ20], which studies the influence of these alternatives on the
control performance, specifically with respect to five requirements: real-time performance,
sustainability, dependability, survivability and safety-critical. For the purposes of SealedGRID, such
conclusions can be summarized in the following points:
●

●

●

The deployment of a blockchain in L3 for only one PDP (as in CM-1) can become quite costly,
and does not provide any benefit beyond a simple data centralization, due to the presence
of a single domain of trust.
As the number of connections is expected to grow with the advent of Industry 4.0, it is very
probable that the number of transactions to/from L3 may also be significant in CM-2, which
may even affect the overhead. However, the delegation of PDP actions is key to keep up the
operational tasks in L1 regardless of the conditions of provenance processes (P1, P2 and P3)
and the PDP nodes in L2. Indeed, PDP decentralization equally helps guarantee resource
availability in L1. Additionally, although the complexity of the L2 system could grow
significantly, the upgrade HW/SW of PDPs and their associated data warehouse would be
less aggressive.
Unlike CM-2, CM-3 allows PDPs to not only process the authorization service but also to
distribute and validate any access transaction considering a consensus protocol. The benefit
of this model is the automatic synchronization of authorization policies between the
participants within the consortium, which hence removes the need to manually execute P3
periodically. For the same reason, the own policy rules could be implemented by means of
Smart Contracts, which would enable an interoperability between authorization and
blockchain operations [ANDER17]. However, this way of concentrating diverse actions at a
same critical point may bring about extra overhead and delays that may penalize the
responsiveness of the interconnection and access to critical resources in L1.
In addition to this, the complexity of the architecture and the risks multiply. If PDPs
eventually stop working or presents anomalies, the probability of continuing operations
decreases considerably as these PDPs need to delegate actions. Any new delegation may in
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turn entail an increase of activities in the PDPs, triggering a cascading effect. Moreover, to all
these implications we also have to add the particular actions of the auditors for the writing
and the reading of the databases, which might intensify the computation overhead of the
PDPs.
For these reasons, and according to the quantitative analysis on the control performance conducted
in [ALCARAZ20, we underline that centralized PDP systems based on an uncoupled DLT (CM-1) or
decentralized PDP systems based on a coupled blockchain (CM-3), are not suitable approaches for
SealedGRID. This is because CM-1-based systems are clear single failure points where all the control
exclusively relies on a unique access point; whereas decentralized systems require the deployment
of more interconnection resources to distribute their PDP actions. This feature makes that
decentralized systems are today considered as a good approach for authorization services, mainly
because part of the actions can be delegated in other PDPs.

6 Security policy readjustment
From the previous analysis about the potential integration of Blockchain for auditing procedures, we
can deduce that it is of paramount importance to introduce fine-grain control over the custody of
sensitive data along the grid, while ensuring the democratization of the available infrastructure. The
main challenge here is the overwhelming complexity when managing the flow of data between all
parties involved. This heterogeneity of data is increased if we assume that users can also become
prosumers, that is, that they can consume and also sell electricity to the grid. Added to this is the
problem of privacy when analyzing consumption data on a large scale (using Big Data), so that it is
possible to extract information on consumption habits that is particularly useful for third parties. The
latter is especially aggravated in federated smart grid environments, where several electricity
companies actively collaborate to manage resources in different geographical areas.
On top of that, progress in telecommunications does not stop, and the industry is not unaware of
this progress. New communication technologies such as 5G and innovative computing paradigms on
the edge of the network are on the horizon. This evolution is known as Industry 4.0, and it is already
being affecting the Smart Grid. However, far from adding more complexity to the Smart Grid
infrastructure, these technologies can solve several of the problems we currently face. This ranges
from increased process automation to secure data transmission and storage at all levels,
accompanied by almost instantaneous transmission and analysis, with very high efficiency.
However, these mechanisms can only be enabled by continuously monitoring all assets in terms of
cyber-security, in order to anticipate risks, generate evidence transparently and ensure the
democratization of the available resources. In this sense, the advanced authorization policies
introduced in Task 5.1 of SealedGRID and the interoperability component described in this
document are intended to govern these lively and hence adapt to ever-changing technology and
actors. By introducing ubiquitous processes that permanently conduct context-awareness analysis
over the entire infrastructure, the authorization components are accurately fed with operational and
cyber-security inputs to improve decision making and later enhance the established policies
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[CHOI18]. As explained in Task 5.1, these processes act as the PIPs that are assigned with different
tasks: firstly, they retrieve contextual information from a layer of devices to be monitored, which
includes low-level operational inputs (e.g., energy readings, pricing data), host-based or networkrelated information (e.g., protocol used, commands issued, bandwidth). Together with cybersecurity analysis executed ad-hoc or leveraging external mechanisms (e.g., intrusion detection
systems), this information helps to create a virtual representation of the assets in a certain region.
This enables an accurate assessment of the current state of devices and the prediction of
consequences derived from potential actions.
In the long-term roadmap of the SG, the gradual integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions
will be decisive for the ultimate goal of having an autonomous, fully decentralized power grid.
Transversely to the end devices and the potential Blockchain infrastructure deployed over the future
grid, the presence of monitoring agents must be holistic to achieve a total control of the
information. This means the authorization and the energy management processes must be
integrated around these agents to implement a fully distributed automation.
In terms of authorization, aside from sensors information and control commands, authorization
requests and responses must pass through the intermediate PIP agents located through the
SealedGRID network to continuously assess the validity of the current policy rules and potentially
propose amendments to the access control scheme based on repetitive behaviors and past
perceptions.
For this reason, the access control and authorization systems will acquire a greater influence from AI
in the upcoming Smart Grid infrastructures. The provisioning of traditional policy schemes in
industrial sectors require an initial static procedure to analyze the regulations applied, engineer the
roles involved, establish permissions and define rules for accessing resources and performing
actions, considering precise constraints and relationships between assets. At the same time, these
rules should be consistently declared to avoid conflicts, using an interoperable policy language such
as XACML. However, such mechanisms will have to face an unsteady environment where a huge set
of actors fluctuate and the information flow is massive. In consequence, policies will have to be
continuously assessed for the entire set of domains in order to readjust them in real time depending
on a wide range of social, economic, and security conditions to guarantee the continuity of the
network [OUTCHAK17]. Additionally, although decentralized authorization systems are more flexible
than centralized decision points in terms of efficiency, they are harder to manage.
Therefore, the administration of complex authorization systems is expected to progress towards
more automated processes with scarce manual intervention. In this trend, we can classify the use of
AI for intelligent authorization into two research lines:
•

Automatic policy alteration. The aim is to gain insight from previous access requests and the
overall behavior of the system, in order to refine existing rules. Data mining and
classification algorithms are useful to identify discrepancies in policy specifications and infer
new properties. Also, such evaluation can be combined with time-constrained delegation
models and domain-specific rules to derive authorizations in unforeseen scenarios
[SHAIKH17]. Altogether, they can help to automate conflict resolution and role assignment,
as well as to support implicit authorizations (i.e., accesses that are not explicitly specified or
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granted) [ZHOU19]. Simultaneously, the complexity of the explicit authorization set is
reduced.
•

Rule learning. In this case, algorithms are trained to learn from data and infer policies rules
from scratch. The most significant solutions here are about reinforcement learning. The
traffic and events generated during the standard operation of the grid are studied to identify
target resources and infer trust relationships between users and assets, based on the
anomalies encountered [OUTCHAK17]. Their counter-side is that the system is exposed to
potential security threats, as the learning process takes place progressively while accesses
are made and optimal policy rules are barely applied. As such, these solutions are more
appropriate in later stages of the authorization life cycle, when a base authorization model is
enforced. Other alternatives to guide the reinforcement learning consists in probabilistic
policy reuse, which balances among the application of the dynamically learnt policy, the
exploration of random actions and the use of past policies.

Due to the differences between automatic alteration and rule learning, a dynamic authorization
system that is collaboratively maintained and upgraded by the entire federation must find a balance
between these two approaches. Generally, the most common rationale will be to apply rule learning
over a minimal set of policy regulations defined in the organization, to subsequently polish them
with automatic alteration methods. Therefore, this process must be coupled with context awareness
and auditing procedures to feedback the learning mechanisms.
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